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Everything as a Service

Foreword

Globally and in ASEAN, services has been driving the bulk of business growth in recent times and is expected to continue to do so in the coming
years. Since 2010, two-thirds of economic growth in ASEAN has come from the Services sector.

ASEAN consumers are spending less on product ownership and are placing greater value on access and experiences. Similarly, large businesses no
longer rely on physical asset spending to grow their business and prefer asset-light business models.

This gradual shift towards a service-oriented economy is rapidly gaining momentum due to several catalysts and enablers. To better address 
customers’ evolving needs, industry incumbents need to ‘reimagine’ their services.

In this report we have analysed nine disruptive approaches — a combination of which, businesses can take to create a service-oriented value 
proposition. We have also analysed 20+ profit models across industries which have helped businesses transform.

It is important that businesses review their consumption and enabling ecosystems and build upon traditional sources of advantage such as brand, 
intellectual property, talent, scale, assets and regulation, as well as new sources of value such as customer, platform and data.

Transformation will require a re-think around key issues such as trade-offs around price performance spectrums to concepts such as nuanced utilities. 
The creation of connections and the shift from buyer-seller platforms to co-create platforms are also critical to success in many industries.

The transformation journey cannot be undertaken in silos: it requires integrated and systemic leadership. But ultimately, an aligned strategy must be at 
the core as the source of coherence.

Mohit Mehrotra 
Monitor Deloitte Leader, Southeast Asia 
Monitor Deloitte Co-leader, Asia Pacific
momehrotra@deloitte.com 
+65 9452 9432
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The Pivot towards a Service Economy
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There are 10 big shifts in motion in Southeast Asia: one major shift of growing 
importance is the pivot towards a Service Economy 

Rising Income Inequality Old vs. New Generation Youth Unemployment Internet Giants

Time-constrained 
Workforce

Growing Migration Disruption to Legacy 
Sectors

Influence of Social Media Rise of Small 
Businesses

Service Economy

1 3 75 92 64 8 10
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Globally and in ASEAN, Services are driving the bulk of business growth 

Source: World Bank; Monitor Deloitte Analysis
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Services to GDP over time

A greater 
services 
share of GDP 
and 
employment 
is typically 
associated 
with more 
developed 
economies

Note: ¹Estimated via projections – exact data unavailable
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Two-thirds of ASEAN economic growth is from Services

ASEAN GDP (USD Bn)¹ 
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Overall

Share of ASEAN Growth (moving 6 years)

2016 GDP Contribution GDP (USD Bn) % Total

Services 1,306 53%

Industry 899 36%

Agriculture 272 11%

2010 – 2016 Absolute Growth GDP (USD Bn) % Total

Services 361 67%

Industry 145 27%

Agriculture 35 6%

Note: 1All figures in current US$

Source: World Bank; Monitor Deloitte Analysis
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ASEAN consumers are spending less on product ownership, and are placing greater 
value on access and experiences

Note: ¹Includes Food, Beverages, Clothing, Footwear, Tobacco, Household Equipment, Household Furnishings and Misc. Goods. Does not include transport (spending for public vs. private transportation unavailable) and 
housing (data does not separate home ownership vs rental) – For Indonesia, it comprises durable and non-durable goods, as opposed to services

Source: UNDATA; OECD Stat; Monitor Deloitte Analysis
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Goods Share1 of Household Expenditure (% of total)
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 Overall decline in household 
expenditure on goods over the 
years in key ASEAN countries.

 Shift to services more 
pronounced in developed 
economies.
– In Singapore and Malaysia, 

we see much higher 
spending on health, 
education and 
recreational services as 
income rises.

– In developing countries like 
Indonesia and Philippines, a 
significant share of 
increased income still goes 
towards basic necessities 
like F&B products (excludes 
food service) and clothing.
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Similarly, corporate customers no longer rely on physical asset spending to grow their 
business and prefer asset-light business models 

Source: S&P Capital IQ; Monitor Deloitte Analysis
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This gradual shift towards a service-oriented economy has always existed, but is rapidly 
gaining momentum due to several catalysts and enablers

DEMAND CATALYSTS SUPPLY CATALYSTS

ENABLING TECHNOLOGY

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

Customer mindset shift from ownership to access
Increasing propensity to share, make micro-transactions and 
purchase experiences, thereby promoting asset optimization

Need for a differentiation beyond price and product
To arrest declining profit margins in the face of globalization 
and price transparency

Increased prevalence of aggregation platforms 
Lowering barriers to entry for individuals/SMEs and allowing 
direct access to customers

Formation of ecosystems 
Allowing for collaboration and partnerships, spurning 
innovation

Business emphasis on scalability and flexibility
Constrained buying power and declining return on assets 
affecting willingness to pay upfront

Consumer desire for personalization and empowerment
From accepting standardized to expecting customized 
co-creation, amid choice and information overload

Exponentially-improving digital infrastructure 
Richer connectivity and increasing access to more 
sophisticated tools of production and delivery

Regulatory architecture 
Regulatory and legislative structures adopting an experimental approach that fuels 
innovation and new business models

Ubiquity of customer data capture and real-time analytics
Advancements in sensor technology and processing power 
makes the invisible visible

Source: Deloitte University Press; Monitor Deloitte Analysis
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To better address customers’ evolving needs, industry incumbents should 
reimagine services

PRODUCTS “NEXT-GEN” SERVICES

Source: National Archives: Defining Key Concepts: Products vs Services; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

… …

The definition of products 
and services has 
traditionally been drawn 
along the lines of 
tangibility. However, we see 
it as a continuum with 
several features that allow 
both traditional product and 
services companies to 
continue to servitize their 
offerings

It is critical for firms to reinvent and make the right moves to stay relevant in the future Services battlefield. 
 Manufacturers should seek to increase the service components of their products
 Conventional Services players should move away from commoditized offerings to provide “Next-Gen”, tailored solutions/experiences

Ownership transferred from seller 
to buyer

Efficient, low cost high volume production 
with standardized output; little or 

no variability

One-off transaction; up-front payment

Typically use and dispose; product 
manufacturer less plugged into customers’ 

businesses or consumers’ life

Transactions less relationship-based as 
product quality is more discernible

Transactions less relationship-based as 
product quality is more discernible

Co-creation with customers; designed and  
customized according to customer 

preferences and experiences; highly targeted

Stronger buyer-seller relationships required, 
with greater customer care & support 

High level of integration into customers’ 
businesses or consumers’ personal life; 

usually customer touchpoints

Outcome-based pricing; usually 
subscription-based or pay-per use, with 

multiple add-ons

Servitization along the product-service continuum
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Disruptive Approaches to “Next-Gen” Services
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© 2018 Monitor Deloitte Southeast Asia

These 9 approaches were 
distilled from research into 
recent and emerging cases 

of significant market 
incumbent displacement. 

They are not meant to be 
mutually-exclusive. In 

fact, more often than not, 
transformation into a more 
service-oriented business 
model would require the 

adoption of a combination 
of these approaches.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Patterns of Disruption; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Unbundle products and services
Giving you just what you want, nothing more

Shorten the value chain
Transforming the stages of value delivery

Transform Value / Price Equation

1

2

3

4

Expand marketplace reach
Connecting fragmented buyers and sellers

Unlock adjacent assets
Cultivating opportunities on the edge

Turn products into product platforms
Providing a foundation for others to build on

Distribute product development
Mobilizing many to create one

Harness Network Effects

5

6

7

8

9

Align price with use
Reducing upfront barriers with usage-based pricing

Converge products
Making 1 + 1 > 2

Connect peers
Fostering, direct, peer-to-peer connections

Businesses can adopt (a combination of) the following 9 disruptive approaches to 
create a service-oriented proposition of value delivery
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The 10 Types of Innovation provides an anchor framework to think about multiple 
elements of innovation planning and development across the entire organization

Profit Model Network Structure Process Product 
Performance

Product 
System

Services Channel Brand Customer 
Engagement

Platform 
Development 
Led Innovation

Customer 
Experience 

Led Innovation

Business
Model 
Led Innovation

E X P E R I E N C EC O N F I G U R A T I O N O F F E R I N G

Network
Connections 
with others to 
create value

Profit Model-
The way in 
which you 
make money

Process
Signature or 
superior methods 
for doing your 
work

Structure
Alignment of your 
talent and assets

Product 
Performance
Distinguishing 
features and 
functionality

Product System
Complementary 
products and 
services

Channel
How your offerings 
are delivered to 
customers and users

Customer 
Engagement
Distinctive 
interactions you 
foster

Service
Support and 
enhancements 
that surround 
your offerings

Brand
Representation of 
your offerings 
and business

Source: Doblin –The Ten Types of Innovat10n
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1. Shorten the value chain
Transforming the stages of value delivery

Approach Restructure the value chain to provide significant benefits to the customer by removing or shifting stages.

Profit Model

Product 
System

Services

Customer 
Engagement

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types Impact/Success

A European meal-kit company sends pre-portioned ingredients to their customers' doorsteps each week

Shortened the value chain and eliminated the middleman by sourcing food ingredients 
directly from producers and delivering them pre-proportioned to consumers in  
“meal-kits”.

There is a mobile app that allows consumers to save, rank and share recipes with friends. 
Cooking videos and online meals management features available.

Subscription-based service with disaggregated pricing. Consumers choose from several  
price plans that suits their needs and pay on a monthly basis.

Food ingredients are accompanied by recipes that are designed by chefs and  
nutritionists. Consumers can choose from weekly-changing recipes. There is a similar 
service for wine.

F&B sector case study: Meal kits as a service

•  Grown to be one of the largest  
meal-kit delivery firms in the  
world with presence in many  
countries

•  Successful IPO 
•  Revenue grew nearly 100% in 3  

years
•  Nearly 1 million active  

subscribers
•  Reversed gross margins from 

negative to ~50% in 5 years

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.
Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain; Business Insider; Statista; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Transform Price/Value Equation
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2. Align price with use
Reduce upfront barriers with usage based pricing 

Approach

Profit Model

Product 
System

Channel

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Insurance sector case study: Insurance as a service

Shift from fixed, up-front pricing to usage-based pricing. 

Offers disaggregated pricing for individuals to pay for property insurance on an “on-demand,  
micro-duration” basis. Buyers pay lower premiums compared to fixed duration insurance.

Individuals who wish to insure their possessions can upload their item details to the cloud. 
They are then provided with a personalized quote and can quickly turn insurance on (or off) 
for an item, paying premiums on when insurance is in effect. Claims are handled via an in-app 
chatbot by just sending messages, and can be processed in minutes.

Purchase of insurance and reimbursement of claims is an entirely mobile experience – without  
the need for any interaction with a traditional insurance agent.

 An American insurtech company offering on-demand insurance in several countries

Impact/Success

•  Partnered with major multinational 
insurance and reinsurance players to 
launch mobile platform in several 
countries

•  Attracted over US$80million funding 
and investment (up to Series D)

•  Cloud application has seen over 100 
million items added with total value 
of over US$10 billion

•  Platform particularly popular 
amongst 18-34 year olds who  insure 
their electronics, wearables, 
appliances and musical instruments

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Align Price with Use; TechCrunch; Crowdfund Insider; Forbes; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Transform Price/Value Equation
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3. Converge products
Making 1 + 1 > 2

Approach

Product 
System

Services

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Network

Integrate distinct products and/or services to provide far greater value than the individual products can deliver independently.

Adopts the use of LED lighting of its parent company as a hook-in product to support the deployment of 
a wireless and open sensor network. The sensors embedded in LED lighting create a digital infrastructure 
that brings valuable insights for energy management.

Leverages multi-site controls and cloud platform to provide customers with value-added energy  
management services, such as: enterprise-wide scheduling and controls, real-time visibility and analytics 
insights, optimization of equipment performance and energy savings.

Supports an open platform where data collected can be accessed by independent partners within their 
broader ecosystem to provide add-on software/services.

Lighting Sector case study: Energy management-as-a-service
A start-up subsidiary founded within the walls of a major multinational industrial products company

Impact/Success
• Over US$1 billion revenue in first year 

of operations
• Expects to grow revenue by 5 times in 

the coming 3 years
• Built a stable of globally-recognized 

clients in the first year
• Secured one of the world’s largest LED 

installations with a multinational client 
within the first 5 months

• Became a leader in building holistic 
energy solutions for cities and  
businesses

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Converge Products; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Transform Price/Value Equation
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4. Unbundle products and services
Giving you just what you want, nothing more

Approach

Channel

Services

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Network

Profit Model

Breaks down traditional education into piecemeal offerings of courses, specializations and degrees. Learners  
can pick modules of their preference and learn at their own pace.

Courses delivered digitally, via video lectures and auto-graded assignments. Courses are also accessible via  
mobile apps.

A platform network allows instructors, educational institutions and universities to come together and  
share educational resources and reach out to potential learners. Also supports peer-reviews and 
community discussions.

Adopt a variety of pricing strategies and mechanisms (subscription, disaggregated, bundled, flexible, etc.).

Education sector case study: Education as a service

Impact/Success

•  Over 25 mil learners in 2017
•  Providing over 2000 courses
•  Partnering with nearly 150  

universities worldwide
•  Provides nearly 200 specializations  

with 4 degrees in 2017
•  Raised significant funding from 

investors at a valuation close to US$1 
billion

An American education-focused technology company offering online courses and degrees

Unbundle a product or service into stand-alone offerings that were not previously viable to sell separately.

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Unbundle Products and Services; Techcrunch; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Transform Price/Value Equation
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Summary for Transform Price/Value Equation

Source: Monitor Deloitte analysis

Unbundle products & services
Giving you just what you want, nothing more

Shorten the customer value chain
Transforming usage into solutions

Align price with use
Reducing upfront barriers to use

Converge products with services
Making 1 + 1 > 2

Transform Price/ Value Equation

1

2

3

4

Business model-centric
innovation
Configure assets differently 
to deliver value 

C O N F I G U R A T I O N O F F E R I N G E X P E R I E N C E

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

Usually, innovation around price/value equation begins with rethinking the profit model of the 
industry. This leads to changes in the product system and services that create the reimagined 
“Next-Gen Services”. 

Successful innovators look beyond product performance, integrating multiple types of innovation 
around their configuration, offering, and experience.
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5. Expand market reach
Connecting fragmented buyers and sellers

Approach

Services

Customer 
Engagement

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Network

Create a (typically digital) marketplace or new distribution channel to service customers and to enable them to access a broader range of suppliers 
and producers. 

Connects car sellers and buyers on a single platform creating a single marketplace that provides a  
larger selection for buyers, and better reach for sellers.

Provides better targeting options and enables bundling opportunities for a variety of car related  
products and services.

Provides finance enabled car selection with an on-site car budget calculator to estimate the loan 
amount the buyer is eligible for, and serves a list of cars based on their budget.

Adjust the company's car related financial products sales strategy from a traditional “Sales-to-Service” to 
“Service-to-Sales”.

Banking sector case study: Car marketplace as a service

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain; Company Press Release; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Impact/Success

A leading Asian financial services group created a direct seller-to-buyer car marketplace

• Created one of the largest used car 
marketplaces in ASEAN    

•  Enables the bank to directly tap the 
used car market with its financial 
products   

•  Effectively places the bank as the 
first option for car finance and 
insurance for the marketplace users 

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain; Company Press Release; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Harness Network Effects
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6. Unlock adjacent assets
Cultivating opportunities on the edge

Approach

Services

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Profit Model

Network

Find opportunities to monetize underutilized assets (physical or digital) within your own company, or in adjacent markets and 
repackage them as services to consumers. 

Creates profit by taking a margin for effectively matching supply and demand at the 
possible lowest rate.

Brings together more than 1,400 print providers throughout Japan seeking to 
increase their utilization at a lower service price. Effectively matches the printing 
needs of SMEs and individuals (even at smaller lots) to production capacities of print 
providers.

Provides customers a simple online interface for design and order and access to  
over 2,000 free printing templates that can be customized and altered to suit clients’ 
needs.

Print sector case study: Printing as a service

Impact/Success

A Japanese printing company started as an online printing service comparison site but evolved its business to move into low-cost printing. 

•  Developed a client base of over 
300,000 SMEs and individuals   

•  Successfully raised millions of 
dollars in funding    

•  Increased revenue 50-fold in     
3 years    

•  Expanded its business into 
other Asian markets

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain; Crunchbase; Business Insider; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Harness Network Effects
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7. Turn products into product platforms
Providing a foundation for others to build on

Approach

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Product 
System

Network

Create a common core as a service to third party innovators, inviting them to develop and market a large number of product/service 
variants. 

Brings together hundreds of game developers and millions of gamers on a single platform.

Provides game developers the necessary tools and functions to develop, sell and run 
their games
 Freely available application programming (API).

 Functions such as networking, matchmaking, in-game achievements, micro-transactions, 
user-created content support, digital rights management, multiplayer gaming, video 
streaming and social services.

Provides gamers access to thousands of games, instant updates and online 
functions.

Gaming sector case study: Game distribution as a service

Impact/Success

A major US game developer transformed its online gaming technology to create an online game distribution 
platform

•  Established a dominant market  
share of online PC games  
purchased through their  
distribution platform

•  Platform now boasts more than  
10,000 games

•  Over 150 million registered  
gamers (customers) with a peak of 
close to 20 million concurrent 
users in 2018

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain; Valve; Crunchbase; Monitor Deloitte Analysis   

Harness Network Effects
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8. Connect peers
Fostering, direct, peer-to-peer connections

Approach

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Product 
Performance

Customer 
Engagement

Network

Replace centralized authority and intermediation with a distributed governance structure that services market participants by enabling them to 
interact directly with one another.

On-demand platform, connecting consumers directly (P-to-P) with skilled labour (Tasker) to  
handle everyday needs; such as furniture assembly, moving and packing, general handyman 
work, home improvements, etc.

Indirectly improves the performance of the furniture retailer’s products by cost effectively
eliminating the hurdle of having to carry large boxes and spending hours for assembly.

Provides furniture company direct access to its customers' home for information collection and 
marketing.

Retail sector case study: Manpower as a service 

Impact/Success
•  Provide the furniture retailer access to 

a new customer segment; people who 
are not fond of carrying and 
assembling their own furniture.

•  Fuel the retailer's need to further 
bolster its digital customer service 
capabilities to better compete with 
rivals which have stepped up their 
home goods and installation offerings.

•  Provides the online marketplace 
provider with a global foothold for 
rapid expansion. 

A major European furniture manufacturer and retailer acquired an online/mobile marketplace that 
matches freelance labour with local demand, allowing consumers to find immediate help for everyday tasks

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain ; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Harness Network Effects
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9. Distribute product development
Mobilizing many to create one

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain; Cookpad; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Approach

Observed service tranformation along 10 Types

Services

Network

Profit Model

Engage a large number of third parties in design and development of a product to create new services of superior value for customers.

Profit driven by advertisement and premium subscription that provides access to 
functions such as detailed search.

Connects millions of people and enables them to solve a common problem by sharing  
ideas – what to cook for breakfast, lunch or dinner.

Provides a platform for users to share their cooking recipes and provide comments and 
ranking for others.

Food ingredient companies are able to promote their products by holding recipe  
contests or utilise the platform to develop user generated new recipes for their products.

Technology Sector case study: Recipe-sharing-as-a-service

Impact/Success

A Japanese food tech company, that operates a global user-created recipe-sharing service. 

•  Listed on the stock exchange 
within 4 years of establishment

•  Number of premium users  
exceeded 1 million in 2013

•  Started its global expansion by  
acquiring a similar US company

•  Reached nearly 2 million  
premium users and 85 million  
monthly average users, posting  
record revenues in 2016

 The above case study is an example of corporate innovation prepared utilising information from publicly-available sources.

Source: Deloitte University Press: Shorten the Value Chain ; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Harness Network Effects
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Summary for Harness Network Effects

Source: Monitor Deloitte Analysis

C O N F I G U R A T I O N O F F E R I N G E X P E R I E N C E

Expand marketplace reach
Connecting fragmented buyers and sellers

Unlock adjacent assets
Cultivating opportunities on the edge

Turn products into product platforms
Providing a foundation for others to build on

Connect peers
Fostering, direct, peer-to-peer connections

Distribute product development
Mobilizing many to create one

Harness Network Effects

5

6

7

8

9

ServicesProduct 
System

Profit Model Customer 
Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 
Performance

ServicesProduct 
System

Profit Model Customer 
Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 
Performance

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

ServicesProduct 

System

Profit Model Customer 

Engagement

Channel BrandStructure ProcessNetwork Product 

Performance

Innovative companies take a broad look at the stakeholders around their value proposition 
and expand the network of contributors towards their value proposition, enriching the 
offering and experience, often through reimagined customer engagement.

We see many examples of innovative companies transforming to harness the network effect 
both among startups as well as experimental incumbents across industries.

As with the move to transforming price/value equation, fully harnessing network effects 
primarily requires business model-driven innovation, often leading to end-to-end business 
transformation.
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The transition towards services unlocks a wider range of profit models 
available for adoption

© 2018 Monitor Deloitte Southeast Asia

Source: Doblin – Beacons for Business Model Innovation; Monitor Deloitte Analysis

Auction Bundled pricing
Sell in a single transaction two or 
more items that could be sold as 

stand-alone offerings

Cost-leadership
Keep variable costs low and sell 

high volumes at low prices

Disaggregated pricing

Financing
Capture revenue not from direct 

sale of a product, but from 
structured payment plans and 

after-sale interest

Ad-supported
Provide content or services for free 
to one party while selling listeners, 

viewers or “eyeballs” to another

Float
Receive payment prior to building 
the offering; earn interest on that 

money prior to delivering the goods

Forced scarcity
Limit the supply of offerings 

available, by quantity, time frame, 
or access, to drive up demand 

and/or prices

Freemium
Offer basic services for free, while 
charging a premium for advanced 

or special features

Licensing
Grant permission to a group or 

individual to use your offering in a 
defined way for a specified 

payment

Membership
Charge a time-based payment to 

allow access to locations, offerings, 
or services that non-members don’t 

have

Flexible pricing
Vary prices for an offering based on 

demand

Micro-transactions
Sell many items for as little as a 

dollar—or even only one cent—to 
drive impulse purchases

Premium
Price at a higher margin than 

competitors, usually for a superior 
product, offering, experience, 

service or brand

Risk sharing
Waive standard fees or costs if 

certain metrics aren’t achieved, but 
receive outsize gains when they are

Scaled transactions
Maximize margins by pursuing high 

volume, large-scale transactions 
when unit costs are relatively fixed

Subscription
Create predictable cash flows by 

charging customers upfront 
(recurring fee) to have access to the 

product or service over time

Metered use
Allow customers to pay only for 

what they use

Switchboard
Connect multiple sellers with 

multiple buyers. The more buyers 
and sellers who join, the more 

valuable the switchboard becomes

User-defined
Invite customers to set a price they 

wish to pay

20 Sample Profit Models from Successful Innovators More applicable to servicesMore applicable to products Equally applicable to product & services

Allow a market — and its users — 
to set the price for goods and 

services

Allow customers to buy 
exactly — and only — what 

they want
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In summary
A ‘reimagining’ of services will be crucial for businesses to be competitive 
in the fight for their share of future economic growth
 • The shift towards a Service economy is one of the major trends impacting the ASEAN economy, with two thirds of economic growth since 2010 (US$361 billion) coming 
from the services sector of the economy and the respective services share of GDP increasing further.

 • We found many examples of impacts that businesses across industries – whether traditional “products” or “services”, and both large incumbents and new start-ups, 
have created by successfully ‘reimagining’ services and addressing customers’ evolving needs.

 • Key components of ‘reimagining’ services include transferring value rather than ownership, co-creating customized and targeted experiences with customers, flexibility 
and innovation in pricing structures, and deepening customer relationships by integrating into the customers’ life with multiple touchpoints.

 • Successful transformation into a service-oriented company require businesses to begin by re-thinking their business model, and transforming the price/value equation 
or harnessing network effects, while simultaneously innovating across multiple components of the business configuration, product offering, and customer experience.  
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End-to-End Business Model Transformation
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Strategy can be a catalyst to initiate and guide the transformation journey 

Define a robust business model /strategy as a catalyst to transformation  

Align executives around the transformation ambition and value to be achieved 

Frame up strategic capabilities and operating model that drive advantage

Structure/lead a transformation program with a relentless focus on business value

Business transformation priorities
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Monitor Deloitte strategy architects can support you throughout an end-to-end 
business transformation journey 

© 2018 Monitor Deloitte Southeast Asia

Source: Monitor Deloitte Business Transformation Offering

Executing with excellence: retain and grow value

Setting the 
strategy

Validating the 
ambition

Architecting 
the program

Configuring 
for advantage

Realizing the 
ambition

Growing the 
value

Express or make a 
set of strategic 
choices for how the 
business will create, 
deliver and capture 
value in its 
competitive, dynamic 
marketplace

Establish/validate 
the value to be 
achieved from 
transformation by 
assessing the 
necessary strategic, 
financial and 
organizational 
alignment

Architect the 
appropriate 
transformation  
program to define 
and build the 
changes required to 
achieve the 
transformation 
ambition

Prioritize and design 
the changes 
required to the 
capabilities and 
operating model to 
realize the 
transformation 
ambition

Realize the value 
identified in the 
transformation 
ambition through 
the delivery of the 
new operating 
model 

Sustain and grow 
the value targeted in 
the transformation 
ambition through 
ongoing, zealous 
focus on value 
capture

Connect business strategy, transformation ambition, and executional discipline to achieve 
breakthrough value
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Our Business Transformation Ambition Lab can help (re)frame the opportunity 

01
Explore the landscape
Discuss priorities, barriers, competitors, and industry trends 
as a way to unearth both drivers of and challenges to your 
transformation effort.

02
Articulate the transformation ambition
Establish a shared view of the future state that will result from 
a successful transformation – align around what you are really 
trying to achieve.

03
Test the ambition
Challenge your transformation ambition by testing 
the underlying strategic logic, financial feasibility and 
organizational readiness.

04
Pick your priorities
Use rapid brainstorming methods to develop, critique and 
refine the key focus areas and initiatives to achieve your 
Ambition.

05
Chart the course
Create an action plan to communicate the transformation 
ambition to key stakeholders across the organization and get 
moving. 
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About Monitor Deloitte
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Monitor Deloitte provides unique insights & ideas focused on delivering 
business impact
Monitor Deloitte combines the strengths of both practices including thought leadership, talent, resources, and global reach; allowing us to provide clients with unique insights, 
leading edge ideas and methods, actionable analysis and recommendations, and extensive hands-on implementation experience – all firmly grounded in deep industry 
knowledge and focused on business impact.

Strategy thought leadership

 • World-class thought 
leadership

 • Action-oriented

 • Customized solutions

 • Solid analytical capabilities

 • Leading-edge methodologies

 • Global experience

Deep industry expertise

 • Consumer & Industrial 
Products

 • Financial Services

 • Technology, Media &  
Telecommunications

 • Public Sector

 • Life Sciences & Health Care

 • Energy & Resources

Global capabilities

 • Tier 1 strategy consulting  
capabilities

 • Presence across 150 
countries

+
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We are thought leaders in key disciplines of business and strategy…

The Art of the  
Long View

by Peter Schwartz

Powerful Times: Rising 
to the Challenge of Our  

Uncertain World 
by Eamonn Kelly

Playing to Win: How 
Strategy Really Works 

by  A.G. Lafley and 
RogerMartin

Ten Types of Innovation: 
The Discipline of Building  

Breakthroughs
by Larry Keeley and others

The Power of Pull
by John Hagel

The Strategy Paradox
by Michael Raynor

The Innovator’s Solution 
and The Innovator’s 

Manifesto 
by Michael Raynor

The Strategy and 
Tactics of Pricing 
by Tom Nagle and 

JoeZale

Managing Your 
Innovation Portfolio 

by Bansi Nagji and 
Geoff Tuff

Competitive Strategy: 
Techniques for Analysing 

Industries and Competitors
by Michael E.Porter

Moments of Impact 
by Chris Ertel and Lisa Kay 

Solomon

Brand Resilience 
by Jonathan

Copulsky

Pricing and Profitability 
Management

by Julie Meehan

Multi-channel Brand 
Experience
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… and are at the forefront of research on digital transformation and  
acceleration, globally and in ASEAN

Strategy not technology drives 
digital 

(Co-authored with MIT)

Digital era for ASEAN 
conglomerates

Digital Ecosystems 
(Global perspective)

Innovate Silicon 
Valleyway

Patterns of 
disruption

Blockchain
(Co-authored with WEF)

Future of Financial Services
(Co-authored with WEF)

Accelerate performance of 
Digital Ecosystem 

(Globalperspective) (Co-authored 
with MIT)

Igniting the new TelcoValue 
Engine –B2B Markets 
(Global and ASEAN focus)

Brighter shade of FinTech
TMT Predictions 2016

(Global and ASEAN focus)
Global Mobile Consumer  

Survey 2016 (SEA focus)
Finance-as-a-Service:  API 

Playbook

Deloitte Indonesia survey on 
Fintech

Digital Identity
(Co-authored with WEF)
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